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Abstract

In this paper, we present an algorithm to simultaneously
align three biological sequences with affine gap model and
infer their common ancestral sequence. Our algorithm can
be further extended to perform tree alignment for more se-
quences, and eventually unify the two procedures of phylo-
genetic reconstruction and sequence alignment. The nov-
elty of our algorithm is: it applies the divide-and-conquer
strategy so that the memory usage is reduced fromO(n3)
to O(n2), while at the same time, it is based on dynamic
programming and optimal alignment is guaranteed. Tra-
ditionally, three sequence alignment is limited by the huge
demand of memory space and can only handle sequences
less than two hundred characters long. With the new im-
proved algorithm, we can produce the optimal alignment of
sequences of several thousand characters long.

We implemented our algorithm as a C program package
MSAM. It has been extensively tested with BAliBASE, a real
manually refined multiple sequence alignment database,
as well as simulated datasets generated byRose (Ran-
dom Model of Sequence Evolution). We compared our re-
sults with those of other popular multiple sequence align-
ment tools, including the widely used programs such as
ClustalW and T-Coffee. The experiment shows that
MSAM produces not only better alignment, but also better
ancestral sequence. The software can be downloaded for
free at http://www.cse.sc.edu/phylo/MSAM.html

1 Introduction

Multiple sequence alignment is the most fundamen-
tal task in computational biology. High quality multi-
ple sequence alignment can be used to verify homologous
residues among a set of given sequences, and further reveal
information on structural or functional evolution.
ClustalW [15] is by far the most widely used pro-

gram for multiple sequence alignment. It uses a progressive
alignment strategy where sequences are added one by one to

the multiple alignment according to the order indicated by
a pre-computed dendrogram. The problem ofClustalW
is that the initial pairwise alignments are fixed, and early
errors cannot be corrected later, even if those alignments
conflict with sequences added later [8].T-Coffee [9] is
another popular tool which improves the progressive strat-
egy by allowing for much better use of information in early
stages.

An alternative way to compare multiple sequences is
tree alignment, which is motivated by the fact that some-
times we have a phylogeny for the sequences involved [17].
In this case, we can compute the overall similarity based
on pairwise alignments along tree edges. However, find-
ing sequence assignment of the internal nodes that maxi-
mizes the similarity score is NP-hard [18]. The first exact
(exponential-time) algorithm for tree alignment was pro-
posed by Sankoff [13]. Approximation algorithms have
also been designed to heuristically compute tree alignments
and phylogenies, such asTAAR [5] andGESTALT [6]. All
of these heuristics compute the alignment along a given
tree [2] or a simple tree such as the neighbor-joining tree
or minimum spanning tree [6].

Sankoff presented the first exact algorithm to perform
tree alignment [13] using simple gap costs. Lancia et al. [6]
proposed a new algorithm using Steiner sequences of the
tree leaves to label the internal nodes of the tree, and gave a
high-performance implementation of this algorithm in their
programGESTALT. However,GESTALT still assumes sim-
ple gap costs, and thus the alignment and ancestral sequence
obtained byGESTALT is worse than those produced with
affine gap model, as shown in section 5.

In this paper, we will deal with a special case of the
tree alignment problem, where there are only three input se-
quences. These three sequences form the smallest un-rooted
binary tree and they are all derived from a common ancestor.
Our task is to infer the ancestor sequence at the internal tree
node and the multiple alignment of these four sequences
(three input and one ancestor), with the goal to minimize
the tree alignment cost. Remember that in a binary tree,



each internal node has three neighbors. Therefore, the algo-
rithm proposed in this paper can be used as a foundation to
find tree alignment for multiple sequences. [17]

Gotoh [1] presented the first three sequences alignment
algorithm under affine gap model. Powell et al. presented
an algorithm to give optimal alignments based on tree score
using Finite State Machines (FSM) [11], which are explic-
itly used for the generation of the three sequences from a
parent sequence. However, the running time and memory
space usage in the above algorithms are bothO(n3), where
n is the length of the sequence. Thus, their limitation is
obvious – the huge demand of memory space makes it im-
possible to work for sequences with length of more than a
couple of hundred characters. For example, whenn = 300,
the total memory usage will be around 3G bytes, and when
n = 1000, the total memory usage will be over 100G bytes,
which are way over current work station’s capacity.

In their paper, Powell proposed another algorithm to re-
duce the running time and the memory usage based on
Ukkonen’s speed-up. This algorithm requiresO(n + d3)
time on average andO(d3) space, whered is the tree score
of the alignment. The requirement for the algorithm is that
a match must have a cost of zero and that all other mutation
costs be small positive integers. It is highly efficient when
d << N , which means the input sequences are very simi-
lar. The restrictions of Powell’s algorithm is obvious. With
the increase of distance among the sequences, the num-
ber d can easily grow bigger thann. It is not suitable for
protein sequences alignment where complex substitution
matrix such as PAM [10] or BLOSUM [3] are commonly
used. And even for DNA sequences with simple cost model,
with the increase of length or mutation rate, the memory
and speed complexity algorithm will be even greater than
O(n3). Powell reduced the memory complexity toO(d2)
in [12] with a method similar to Hirshberg’s space-saving
approach with the speed complexity ofO(d3 + n × logd).
However, the restriction of scoring model remains and the
memory usage is still a serious bottleneck as shown in sec-
tion 5.

We present an algorithm using Hirshberg’s space-saving
approach and reduce the memory usage fromO(n3) to
O(n2), while the running time is stillO(n3). We have
implemented the algorithm as a C programMSAM, which
can take the complex substitution matrix such as PAM or
BLOSUM, and thus can be used to align both protein and
DNA sequences. We also show the experimental results for
both biological and simulated datasets. The experiments
show that when compared withClustalW, T-Coffee
andGESTALT, our algorithm not only gives better align-
ment , but also infers sequences that are closer to the true
ancestor. When compared with Powell’s software package,
our program runs much faster and requires much less mem-
ory and does not have the limitations in their algorithm.

2 The Problem

For n sequences{S1, S2, · · · , Sn}, the median prob-
lem is to find a sequenceS0 such that

∑n

i=1
d0i is mini-

mized, whered0i is the distance betweenS0 andSi. When
n = 3 we will call this themedian problem of three, or just
the median problem. The three sequences form a unique
(un-rooted) phylogeny, thus solving the median problem of
three can be viewed as the simplest case to simultaneously
perform alignment and reconstruct phylogeny.

The goal of our new algorithm is to find the median se-
quence with affine gap costs, using direct optimization ap-
proach derived from dynamic programming. The input is
three sequences,A, B andC of lengthX, Y andZ respec-
tively. The output is three aligned sequences,A′, B′ andC ′

of the same lengthL, as well as an aligned median sequence
M ′. The median sequenceM can be obtained by removing
gaps fromM ′.

3 Three Sequence Alignment in O(n3) space

A dynamic programming algorithm (DPA) was pre-
sented by Gotoh [1] to align three sequences with respect
to SP scores using affine gap costs. Later Powell et al. pro-
posed an algorithm that can produce optimal tree alignment
also with affine gap costs [11].

Powell et al. assume each sequence is generated inde-
pendently from a common parent sequence (the median)
by a three-state Finite State Machine (FSM). The possi-
ble states for the FSMs areI (insert), a character is in-
serted into the output sequence without affecting the input;
D (delete), a character is deleted from the parent sequence;
M (match/mismatch), a character is taken from the input se-
quence and generates a character in the output sequence,
which can stay the same or mutate. An importance rule for
the FSMs is that if one of the machines is inI state, the rest
of the machines will idle and stay in the previous state.

Using FSMs, the problem of aligning sequences is trans-
formed into finding how the aligned sequences are gener-
ated. At each site in the aligned sequences, there are 27
(33) possible combinations of states, each directly describ-
ing an alignment output format in accordance with the me-
dian character. For a sitel in the final alignment, combi-
nationMMM meansM ′[l], A′[l], B′[l] andC ′[l] are all char-
acters;MMD meansM ′[l], A′[l] andB′[l] are all characters,
butC ′[l] is a gap ’-’.

Note there are a few combinations that lead to the same
results in the aligned sequences, but they should be treated
differently when used for the computation of the alignments
after this site. For example, columns3 and4 in Figure 2
(top) and Figure 2 (bottom) look exactly the same, but the
gaps in column4 at C ′ are different: it is a gap opening if
column3 is in statesIMM but a gap extension if column3 is
in IMD. This difference cannot be verified by the traditional
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TMMM (i′, j′, k′) + Cost(A[i], B[j], C[k], δ1δ2δ3) − g × Transition(δ1δ2δ3,MMM)
TMMD(i′, j′, k′) + Cost(A[i], B[j], C[k], δ1δ2δ3) − g × Transition(δ1δ2δ3,MMD)
TMDM (i′, j′, k′) + Cost(A[i], B[j], C[k], δ1δ2δ3) − g × Transition(δ1δ2δ3,MDM)
· · · · · ·
TDDM (i′, j′, k′) + Cost(A[i], B[j], C[k], δ1δ2δ3) − g × Transition(δ1δ2δ3,DDM)

Figure 1. How to update the cell

character-oriented alignment method, and this is the main
contribution of Powell’s definition of FSMs.

A′ : G A A C M M I M
B′ : G A - C M M M M
C ′ : G A - - M M M D
M ′ : G A - C

columnID: 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

A′ : G A A C M M I M
B′ : G A - C M M M M
C ′ : G - - - M M D D
M ′ : G A - C

columnID: 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Figure 2. IMM (top) and bottom (right)

Our dynamic programming algorithm uses the frame-
work presented by Powell et al. in [11], with minor vari-
ations and speedup procedures designed for protein se-
quences. We define a cube of size|A| × |B| × |C|, and
each cell contains 27 variables to store the state informa-
tion. These variables are namedTMMM,TMMD, TMDM, · · ·.
For example,TMMM(i, j, k) stores the best score aligning
A[0...i], B[0...j] andC[0...k] with alignment ending in for-
matMMM, andTMMD(i, j, k) stores the best score at the same
position but ending in formatMMD. For a variableTδ1δ2δ3

at cell(i, j, k), its value can be determined as Figure 1 (as-
suming gap opening cost isg):

The functionCost is used to determine the cost for
aligningA[i], B[j], C[k] using a given stateδ1δ2δ3. Assum-
ing A[i] = T , B[j] = G andC[k] = G, stateMMM suggests
that we need to have a character in the median to align with
the three characters. In this example, putting characterG in
the median will give the minimum score (two matches and
one mismatch). On the other hand, suppose we still have
A[i] = T , B[j] = G, C[k] = G, but the state is inMMD.
It then requires us to put a character in the median to align
with characters fromA, B and a gap fromC. Assigning
either characterG or T in the median will give the same
minimal score, which is the sum of one gap opening, one
match, and one mismatch (if all mismatches have the same
cost). For complex substitution matrices like PAM250 and
BLOSUM62, mismatches are usually not equal. Therefore,
we must check all characters to determine which charac-

ter (or gap) should be put in the median: we need to loop
through all 5 candidates for DNA sequences, and 21 can-
didates for protein sequences. Remember this procedure is
nested within the three-layered loops (X × Y × Z), so the
time cost is very expensive. To avoid such huge and unnec-
essary loop, we build a21×21×21 look-up table when the
program starts, so that when theCost function is called, it
can read in the minimal value in one step.

The Cost function may overcharge since it ignores
whether gaps are already opened or not, thus we must re-
move such overcharges. In the above example,A[i] = T ,
B[j] = G, C[k] = G, and stateMMD indicate that either
G or T can be put in the median to align with characters
from A, B and a gap fromC. The cost is calculated as
the sum of one gap opening, one match, and one mismatch.
However, if the previous state is alsoMMD, meaning a gap
has already been opened in sequenceC, theCost function
overcharged one gap opening. To solve such a problem, we
designed another functionTransition to discover how
many gap openings are overcharged and remove them in
the computation.

In the above algorithm, running time and memory space
usage are both O(n3), wheren is the length of the sequence.
It can produce the optimal alignments and the common par-
ent sequence, but is restricted by the high demand of mem-
ory usage and can only work on sequences of less than two
hundred characters long and won’t be of any use for DNA
or Protein comparison, where the length can easily reach a
couple of thousands.

4 Three-Sequence Alignment in O(n2) Space

Note that in the above three dimensional matrices, the
cells at leveli are only determined by the cells at leveli −
1. Therefore, two (Y × Z) memory spaces are adequate to
deliver the score. We use spaceU (upper) to store the cells
at even levels and spaceD (lower) to store the cells at odd
levels. We start by computing level 0 and 1 and store the
results inU andD respectively. Since all the cells at level
2 are determined only by the cells at level 1, we can store
the scores at level 2 inU , overwriting the old information.
We will continue the process tilli = X, whereX is the
length of the first sequenceA. The minimum score is stored
in U [Y,Z] (X is an even number) orD[Y,Z] (X is an odd



number) when the process stops. However, the alignment
cannot be retrieved in this way, because we have erased the
tracing information along the way. We define this score-
only algorithm asscoreThree.

To reduce memory requirement when alignment is de-
sired, we apply the divide-and-conquer approach to split
the three-dimensional cube. For obvious reasons, we will
always split along the shortest sequence. We will also as-
sume sequenceA is the shortest with lengthX. Let i = X

2
,

the surface defined byi will cut the cube into two halves
(Figure 3 left). The basic idea of our divide-and-conquer
approach is to find the point (midpoint) on the surfacei
where the final alignment passes through. Once the mid-
point is identified, we will apply the above procedure on the
two small cubes, one defined by points(0, 0, 0) and(i, j, k),
and the other by(i, j, k) and(X,Y,Z) (Figure 3 right). The
process will be executed recursively until boundary condi-
tions are encountered.

i=X/2

(0, 0, 0)

(X, Y, Z)

(0, 0, 0)

(X, Y, Z)

(i, j, k) (i, j, k)

 

 

Figure 3. How to split 3-D cube.

4.1 How to find the midpoint

Myers et al. [7] presented an algorithm to identify the
midpoints for pairwise alignment using affine gap costs. We
extended their approach to handle three sequences. How-
ever, the extension is much more complicated than it ap-
pears, due to the added one dimension and our additional
goal of inferring the ancestral sequence (median).

Our method still uses the two steps,forward andback-
ward, to find the midpoints. Since the scoring algo-
rithm moves from the top of the cube to its bottom, to
obtain the values on the surface defined byi = X

2
,

we must call the functionscoreThree using parame-
ters(C,B,A,Z, Y, i) for the forward step, and parameters
(rev(C), rev(B), rev(A)[i...X], Z, Y,X − i) for the back-
ward step. Hererev() is used to represent the reverse string
of a given sequence. For pairwise alignment, the midpoint
can be found by just comparing the characters from each di-
rection, but the added median sequence requires us to com-
pare both characters and states information.

Obviously, the change of sequence order in the
scoreThree function will also change the state informa-
tion, and thus will produce the wrong median sequence and
alignment. We must correct the state informations on all
cells residing on surfacei before doing the concatenation.

Figure 6 shows one example, where Figure 4(a) is the fi-
nal alignment and state information, and (b) and (c) are the
results of the forward and backward procedure. When the
cube is split ati = 3, the forward call ofscoreThree
produces column3 of Figure 4(b), and the backward call
produces column4 of Figure 4(c) (information of other
columns is added for illustration only). Column3 in (b)
is different from column3 in (a) due to the change of or-
ders when we callscoreThree, and such difference can
be simply corrected by reading bottom-up, i.e. the state of
column3 being changed fromMMI to IMM.

The difference of column4 in the backward step is more
difficult to handle. First, we should read the state informa-
tion from bottom-up the same way we do in the forward
step. Second, a new state information must be obtained
from the corrected state information of the forward step:
when the backward states contain at least oneI, the other
state(s) must be corrected according to the forward state(s)
at the same position. For example, the states of column4 in
(c) will be first changed fromDMI to IMD, then toIMM.

A′ : C A A A G G F1 : M I I I M M
B′ : C - - - G G F2 : M M M M M M
C ′ : C - - - - G F3 : M M M M D M
M ′ : C A A A G G

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
(a) Aligned (output) Sequences and FSM states

C ′ : C - - M M M rev(C)′ : G - - M D D
B′ : C - - M M M rev(B)′ : G G - M M M
A′ : C A A M I I rev(A)[1...i]′ : G G A M M I

1 2 3 1 2 3 6 5 4 6 5 4
(b) forward (c) backward

Figure 4. Example for state corrections.

After correcting the states information, we can then con-
catenate the alignment from the forward and backward
steps. For each cell(i, j, k) j ∈ [0, · · · , Y ] and k ∈
[0, · · · , Z] on the surfacei, its value can be determined from
the 27 values at position(i, j, k) produced by the forward
step, and the 27 values at position(X − i, Y − j, Z − k)
produced by the backward step. Note that the total num-
ber of candidates for this cell is27 × 27. The cell with the
minimum value will be taken as the midpoint.

4.2 How to keep the state information

The midpoint of the cube is associated with a combina-
tion of states. After we split the alignment problem into
two sub-problems, we need to make sure the previous state
information will be passed through the recursive call. We
will still use Figure 4 as the example. We found the mid-
point is (3, 1, 1) in the previous section, the alignment in
the forward procedure end withIMM, and the alignment of



PAM250 with gap open = 10, gap extension = 1
Ref12 (20-40% id) Ref11 (<20% id) Ref2 (orphan)

SP CS SP CS SP CS
MSAM 0.850 0.781 0.579 0.462 0.744 0.629
T-Coffee 0.843 0.779 0.495 0.366 0.722 0.596
ClustalW 0.842 0.760 0.489 0.363 0.739 0.616

PAM250 with gap open = 16, gap extension = 3
Ref12 (20-40% id) Ref11 (<20% id) Ref2 (orphan)

SP CS SP CS SP CS
MSAM 0.851 0.785 0.597 0.486 0.761 0.653
T-Coffee 0.847 0.781 0.518 0.383 0.734 0.614
ClustalW 0.850 0.779 0.427 0.306 0.759 0.653

PAM250 with gap open = 20, gap extension = 8
Ref12 (20-40% id) Ref11 (<20% id) Ref2 (orphan)

SP CS SP CS SP CS
MSAM 0.828 0.755 0.631 0.522 0.758 0.650
T-Coffee 0.812 0.733 0.524 0.395 0.717 0.589
ClustalW 0.822 0.735 0.359 0.228 0.749 0.636

Table 1. Performance of MSAM, T-Coffee and ClustalW on BAliBASE datasets.

the backward procedure end withIMM (after correction). To
ensure the correctness of the final alignment, we must start
the second (bottom) sub-problem withIMM and end the first
(upper) sub-problem withIMM. This can be achieved by
adding two variablesst1, st2 in the recursive function and
astart variable in thescoreThree function.

st1 andst2 will be used to store the state information in
the forward and backward procedures. Their initial values
are set asNull. At the end of the first call in our example,
st1 is set toIMM andst2 is set toIMD. On the second level
of call, the input state parameters areNull andIMM, which
tells us that the alignment to this sub-problem can start with
any state but must end inIMM. Suppose that at the end of
the call, we find thatst1 andst2 areMMM MMD, then what
we know about the alignment for the next level of recur-
sion is that the first sub-sub-alignment can still start with
any format but must end inMMM, while the second sub-sub-
alignment must start withMMD and end inIMM. In this way,
we not only pass through the state information and retrieve
the correct alignment, we can also dump a lot cells that do
no need to be computed.

4.3 Boundary Conditions

There are two boundary conditions: X is 1, or one of the
input sequence is zero length.X = 1 means that there are
only two levels in the cube, i.e.X = 0 andX = 1, thus
we can use the existing two tablesU andD to produce the
alignment. When one of the input sequence is empty, the
problem is very similar to pairwise alignment and can be
done withO(n2) space and time complexity.

5 Experimental Results

The algorithm is implemented as a program named
MSAM1, which can handle both DNA and protein sequences.
Users can specify different mutation cost matrices such as
PAM250 or BLOSUM62. Users can also specify costs for
gap opening and extension. The whole program is im-
plemented using C, with proper consideration to minimize
memory requirement. We testMSAM extensively using both
biological and simulated data, and compare the results with
those obtained through other methods. Since there are many
alignment packages available, it is impossible for us to com-
pareMSAMwith them all. The methods we compared are the
leading packagesT-Coffee andClustalW, a relatively
new tree-alignment packageGestalt, and our direct com-
petitor Powell’s algorithm. All testing are done on a series
of Dell workstation with Intel 3.4GHz Xeon CPUs, each
equipped with 2G memory.

5.1 Experiments with Biological Bench-
marks

We test our algorithm with the most widely used bench-
mark, BAliBASE[16], with concentration on three fam-
ilies of data: Ref11, Ref12 and Ref2. Ref11 contains
datasets each having a small (∼ 6) number of equi-distant
sequences with low similarity (<20% identity); Ref12 con-
tains datasets each having a small (∼ 6) number of equi-

1the code is available at www.cse.sc.edu/phylo/MSAM.html



l = 100 l = 200 l = 400 l = 800
r = 0.1 r = 0.5 r = 0.1 r = 0.5 r = 0.1 r = 0.5 r = 0.1 r = 0.5

MSAM 20.56 53.11 44.16 107.46 90.58 203.50 190.7 420.21
Powell’s 20.60 52.52 45.67 108.16 90.72 205.3 N/A N/A

GESTALT 27.94 54.51 62.47 109.98 117.89 250.3 223.6 500.10
T-Coffee 21.20 57.63 46.69 115.15 95.62 210.68 195.3 435.22

Table 2. Median accuracy for MSAM, GESTALT, T-Coffee and Powell’s Ukkonen algorithm, measured
by the distance between the inferred median and the true ancestor (r is the residue substitution rate).

l = 100 l = 200 l = 400 l = 800
r = 0.1 r = 0.5 r = 0.1 r = 0.5 r = 0.1 r = 0.5 r = 0.1 r = 0.5

MSAM 0.370 0.171 0.303 0.122 0.253 0.110 0.201 0.10
Powell’s 0.363 0.168 0.301 0.118 0.249 0.110 N/A N/A

GESTALT 0.322 0.168 0.234 0.109 0.206 0.090 0.178 0.081
T-Coffee 0.389 0.140 0.327 0.103 0.269 0.105 0.201 0.075

Table 3. Alignment quality for MSAM, GESTALT, T-Coffee and Powell’s algorithm, measured by SP
score reported by bali score.

distant sequences with medium similarity ( 20-40% iden-
tity); Ref2 contains datasets of families aligned with one or
several highly divergent “orphan” sequences.

We compareMSAM with T-Coffee and ClustalW
to examine the performance ofMSAM on real data. Be-
causeMSAM is designed to handle three sequences so far,
for each dataset in Ref11 and Ref12, we generate new
datasets (with three sequences) by checking all combina-
tions of three, while for each dataset in Ref2, we gener-
ate new datasets by picking one from the orphan sequences
and two from the family. The alignments are then assessed
using bali score, a program provided by BAliBASE
to compare the inferred and the supposedly correct align-
ments. bali score reports two scores: SP and CS. SP
(Sum-of-Pair) score represents percent of residue pairs cor-
rectly aligned, and CS (column score) represents percent
of columns correctly aligned. Obviously, higher SP and
CS scores suggest better performance. We have tested both
methods using PAM250 cost matrix and three popular sets
of gap costs.

Table 1 reports the average SP and CS scores for
the three reference datasets. This table shows that
MSAM achieves better performance thanT-Coffee and
ClustalW in all three reference datasets. This result in-
dicates that tree-based alignment methods can obtain more
accurate alignment than pairwise-based methods.

5.2 Simulated Results

We test our algorithm extensively with simulated
datasets as well, for two reasons. First, benchmarks are gen-
erally designed to be very strict (as in BAliBASE), thus sim-
ulations are necessary to test the robustness of an algorithm
on all situations. Second, since one goal of our algorithm
is to infer the ancestors, we can easily assess the quality of

the inferred ancestors using simulations, where the ances-
tors are known. We useRose(Random Model of Sequence
Evolution) [14] to generate the datasets, and compare our
results with those produced byGESTALT and Powell’s al-
gorithm, as well as those fromT-Coffee. Since some
of the programs we compare cannot handle amino acid se-
quences, we limit our tests on nucleotide sequences only.
Below are some of the important parameters forRose: the
sequences are on the character set of{A, C, G, T}; the muta-
tion frequencies are set as [0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25]; the inser-
tion/deletion threshold is set as the default value for DNA
(0.03); the insertion/deletion length frequencies are setas
[.2,.2,.2,.1,.1,.1,.1], which control the probabilitiesfor gaps
of lengths from 1 to 7; two groups of testing are done for
different evolve rate (0.1 and 0.5): the larger the substitu-
tion rate is, the more likely residues at the same site are dif-
ferent; three different expected sequence lengths are tested,
ranging from 100 to 800.

For each combination of residue substitution rate and se-
quence length, we generate 100 datasets, and report the av-
erage results. All programs are tested using the same set
of parameters, i.e., match costs0, mis-match costs1, gap
opening penalty is3, and gap extension costs1. Although
GESTALT is not designed to work on affine gap models, it
can compute an average cost for a single gap based on the
user’s estimation of the average gap length. Thus in our ex-
periments, we gaveGESTALT different estimations of gap
lengths and report the best results.

5.2.1 Qualities of Alignments

Since we know thetrue alignments whenRose generates
the data, we usebali score again to assess the qual-
ity of the final alignments. Because CS scores are closely
related to SP scores in our simulated results, we only re-



port the SP scores in Table 3. This table shows thatMSAM
andT-Coffee achieve better results than the other two,
andMSAM has the best performance when the sequences are
more different. The different alignment accuracy reported
by MSAM and Powell’s Ukkonen method may result from
the different path of finding the best alignment, although
their optimal score is the same. Powell’s algorithm runs
out of memory when the sequences have∼ 800 characters,
even using the memory-reduction version, hence no result
is reported.

5.2.2 Accuracy of Median Sequences

We then check the quality of theinferredmedian sequences
produced by the above programs. SinceT-Coffee does
not produce medians, the median sequences forT-Coffee
are created by performing consensus vote at each site of the
final alignments. The inferred median sequences are then
compared to its corresponding true sequences (generated
by Rose). The measurement we use is the alignment score
between the median and the true sequences, computed with
affine gap costs, which is widely accepted for pairwise
alignment. To be consistent, we use the same parameters
for pairwise alignment as those used in the multiple
alignments. The results are shown in Table 2. AgainMSAM
gave the best estimation of the ancestral sequences for
almost all test cases. This table also shows that consensus
vote could not produce good ancestral sequences. Thus,
direct optimization methods should be preferred.

5.2.3 Speed

Computation time is another concern in our experiments.
Among all four programs, the time used byT-Coffee
is trivial compared to the other three, while Powell’s algo-
rithm is always the slowest.GESTALT is about10 ∼ 20
times faster thanMSAM. The speed ofMSAM is only af-
fected by sequence lengths, and is not affected by other
parameters such as gap penalties, mutation costs or simi-
larity among the sequences. Although Powell’s algorithm
andMSAM produce comparable alignment results, the per-
formance of Powell’s algorithm is greatly limited by the
input sequences and alignment parameters. There are two
versions of Powell’s Ukkonen-based method, the standard
one (O(d3) memory) and a better version (checkpoint) that
further reduces the space requirement toO(d2), whered is
the tree alignment score (edit distance). Figure 5 shows the
computation time ofMSAM andO(d2) version of Powell’s
Ukkonen method. This figure confirms that Ukkonen-based
methods use much more time than the DPA-basedMSAM.
The reason is thatMSAM has time complexity ofO(n3) and
is not affected by the edit distances, while Powell’s Ukko-
nen methods have average time complexity ofO(n + d3)
for the standard version, andO(n × log(d) + d3) for the

checkpoint version. Even for simple costs as used in this
experiments,d can easily grow larger thann.
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Figure 5. Time usage for MSAM, and Powell’s
Ukkonen method

5.2.4 Memory

Memory is the bottleneck in three-sequence alignment. Fig-
ure 6 gives the memory usage ofMSAM and Powell’s check-
point method on datasets with sequence length of200 ∼
800. Even for the simplest cost (mismatch and gap ex-
tension have cost1 and gap opening has cost3), the edit
distance will quickly exceed the edge length when the se-
quences are getting distant (whenr is increased), hence
more memory is required for Powell’s method. The situ-
ation will become worse when other costs are used. The
memory usage of Powell’s reduced-memory method is still
large and grows fast. For example, when distanced = 161,
memory usage is around20M Bytes; whend = 548, the
memory usage increases to1720M Byte. It cannot be used
for more than600 characters on today’s work station, while
MSAM has no difficulty to handle several thousand char-
acters.

6 Conclusions

We have presented an algorithm to align three sequences
and infer their median, usingO(n2) memory space with
time complexity ofO(n3). Our experiment shows that the
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Figure 6. Memory usage for MSAM, and Pow-
ell’s Ukkonen method ).

algorithm is efficient and accurate, and can produce high
quality alignment and median for the given sequences. Our
next steps of research include 1) increasing speed ofMSAM
with parallel computing technology and 2) extendingMSAM
to reconstruct phylogenetic trees and align more sequences.
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